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ABSTRACTS 
Edited by ALBERT C. LEWIS 
The purpose of this department is to give sufficient information about the subject matter of 
each publication to enable users to decide whether to read it. It is our intention to cover all 
books, articles, and other materials in the field. 
Books for abstracting and eventual review should be sent to this department. Materials 
should be sent to Dr. Albert C. Lewis, Bertrand Russell Editorial Project, McMaster Uni- 
versity, Hamilton, Ontario L8S 4M2, Canada. 
Readers are invited to send reprints, autoabstracts, corrections, additions, and notices of 
publications that have been overlooked. Be sure to include complete bibliographic informa- 
tion, as well as transliteration and translation for non-European languages. We need volun- 
teers willing to cover one or more journals for this department. 
Readers interested in receiving a computer-readable version of the abstracts, beginning 
with #11.3.1, are invited to write to the Abstracts Editor. 
In order to facilitate reference and indexing, entries are given abstract numbers which 
appear at the end following the symbol #. A triple numbering system is used: the first 
number indicates the volume, the second the issue number, and the third is the sequential 
number within that issue. For example, the abstracts for Volume 11, Number 1 are num- 
bered: 11.1.1, 11.1.2, 11.1.3, etc. The abstract numbers of books are italicized. 
The abstracts in this issue have been prepared by Joe Albree of Auburn University at 
Montgomery and are devoted to history of mathematics items appearing in the Bulletin of 
the London Mathematical Society, 1969-1985. 
ARCHBOLD, J. W. 1974. THOMAS LANCASTER WREN (1889-1972). Bulletin of the London Mathe- 
matical Society 6,97-98. Wren was Reader in geometry at University College London, 1919-1954. He 
published four papers (listed) in PROJECTIVE GEOMETRY. (JA) #13.2.1 
ATIYAH, M. F. 1977. WILLIAM VALLANCE DOUGLAS HODGE (1903-1975). Bulletin of the London 
Mathematical Society 9, 99-l 18. (Reprinted from the Biographical Memoirs of Fellows of the Royal 
Society 22 (1976) 169-192). Hodge was a prottgC of E. WHITTAKER in Edingurgh and he studied 
GEOMETRY at Cambridge. A controversy with S. LEFSCHETZ in Princeton in 1931 over Hodge’s work 
on complex manifolds was resolved and “Hedge became in due course Lefschetz’s true successor in 
ALGEBRAIC GEOMETRY." H. Weyldescribed Hodge’s book on HARMONIC INTEGRALS as “one ofthe 
great landmarks in the history of science in the present century.” After World War II, Hodge was a 
leading figure in organizing the British Mathematical Colloquium and played a major role in reviving 
the International Mathematical Union. Hodge was elected a Fellow of the Royal Society in 1938 and 
knighted in 1959. Included are a photo and a list of Hodge’s 53 published papers (1928-1974) and two 
books. (JA) #13.2.2 
ATKIN, A. 0. L. 1985. MARGARET HILARY MILLINGTON (nte ASHWORTH (1944-1973)). Bulletin of 
the London Mathematical Society 17, 484-486. In her tragically abbreviated career, Millington con- 
tributedtovarioustopicsonmodularforms: GROUPTHEORY;CONGRUENCE(NUMBERTHEORY). There 
is a photo and a list of her two published papers. (JA) #13.2.3 
BAXTER,E.F.,HOLGATE,S.,ANDERDI~LYI, A. 1978. JOSEPHLANGLEYBURCHNALL (1892-1975). 
Bulletin of the London Mathematical Society 10,ll l-l 15. Burchnall spent his entire career at Durham 
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(1919-1959) and was quite active in the administration of the University. His research was mostly 
concerned with DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS and SPECIAL FUNCTIONS, especially HYPERGEOMETR~C 
FUNCTIONS and BESSEL FUNCTIONS. A list of 23 of his publications (11 with T. W. CHAUNDY) and a 
portrait are included. (JA) #13.2.4 
BELL, J. L. 1984. EDWARD HUBERT LINFOOT (1905-1982). Bulletin of the London Mufhematical 
Society 16,52-58. Linfoot’s education and early work was in pure mathematics; there is a list of his 19 
published papers, 1926-1939, in FOURIER AND TRIGONOMETRIC SERIES, NUMBER THEORY, and PROBA- 
BILITY. Linfoot made 21 special notebooks of the mathematics lectures and tutorials he attended 
(Oxford, 1924-1928; Giittingen 1928-1929; Princeton 1929-1930), and these have been deposited in the 
Archives of the London Mathematical Society. In the 1930s he studied OPTICS, and after the war, he 
worked on some of the earliest COMPUTERS. By 1948, he had changed careers from mathematics to 
ASTRONOMY, and eventually he became John Couch Adams Astronomer at the University of Cam- 
bridge. There is a photo and his two books in optics are listed. 0~) #13.2.5 
BERNDT, BRUCE C. 1983. Chapter 11 of RAMANUJAN’S Second Notebook. Bulletin of the London 
Mathematical Society 15,273-320. “The quantity of significant theorems discovered by Ramanujan in 
the theory of HYPERGEOMETRIC SERIES is profoundly remarkable.” In this work, there are 54 Entries 
(i.e. theorems), 15 Corollaries, and 25 Examples most of which are presented without using differential 
equations. Connections are made with the works of others, beginning with GAUSS, highlights are 
pointed out, and the small number of slips and errors is also noted. (JA) #13.2.6 
BERNDT, BRUCE C. 1984. RAMANUJAN’S quarterly reports. Bulleiin of the London Mathematical 
Society 16,449-489. As a condition of his scholarship (his first official recognition), Ramanujan wrote 
these three reports describing his research to the Board of Studies in Mathematics of the University of 
Madras. The originals have been lost or misplaced, but T. A. SATAGOPAN made a handwritten copy in 
1925; this copy and a copy made by G. N. WATSON are in the library of Trinity College, Cambridge. (i) 
August 5,1913, contains Ramanujan’s “master theorem” on INTEGRAL EQUATIONS (corrections by G. 
H. HARDY are also discussed) and applications. (ii) November 7, 1913, contains a “second main 
theorem” which is a generalization of FRULLANI’S integral theorem. (iii) March 9, 1914, discusses 
conditions for the truth of the “master theorem,” fractional composition of functions, and fractional 
CALCULUS. “It is rather remarkable that Ramanujan’s formulas are almost invariably correct, even 
though his methods were generally without a sound theoretical foundation.” (JA) #13.2.7 
BIGGS, N. L. 1980. DEREK ARTHUR WALLER (1941-1978). Bulletin of the London Mathematical 
Sociefy 12, 308-309. Waller’s interests were in modem ALGEBRA, especially category theory, and in 
GRAPH THEORY and its applications. He died of leukemia. There is a photo and a list of his 20 papers. 
(JA) #13.2.8 
BIGGS, N. L. 1981. T. P. KIRKMAN, mathematician. Bulletin of the London Mathematical Society 
W, 97-120. The object is to correct the mistaken view that Kirkman (1806-1895) was merely “an 
eccentric amateur mathematician who invented a problem about schoolgirls” (also known as the 
KIRKMAN PROBLEM). From 1839 to 1892, Kirkman was a parish rector and he wrote extensively on 
theology and PHILOSOPHY. From the early 1840s until his death, he produced a continuous stream of 
research in pure mathematics, but “his greatest work was never published”: COMBINATORICS; PROJEC- 
TIVE GEOMETRY; hypercomplex NUMBERS and extensions of QUATERNIONS; GROUP THEORY; GRAPH 
THEORY, especially Hamiltonian circuits; POLYHEDRA; and KNOT THEORY. He was elected a Fellow of 
the Royal Society in 1857. There is a bibliography of 74 major mathematical publications of T. P. 
Kirkman. (JA) #13.2.9 
BOWEN, N. A. 1969. ARCHIBALD JAMES MACINTYRE (1908-1967). Bulletin of the London Mathe- 
matical Society 1,368-381. Macintyre was a student of EDWARD COLLINGWOOD at Cambridge. His 
research interests included SERIES, MEROMORPHIC FUNCTIONS, and TAUBERIAN THEOREMS. He was 
elected a Fellow of the Royal Society of Edinburgh in 1946. His wife, SHEILA SCOTT MACINTYRE, was 
also a mathematical analyst. Included is a list of his 43 papers. 0~) #13.2.10 
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BROAD, C. D. 1973. BERTRAND RUSSELL, as philosopher. Bulletin of the London Mathematical 
Society 5, 328-341. There is an account of Russell’s forebears, especially those with titles, and of his 
education. His first work in mathematics led to his first book on GEOMETRY: FOUNDATIONS. From the 
views taken in this early work, through his long career, Russell exhibited “gradual change from 
platonic realism to naturalism and realism.” Special note is made of Russell’s philosophy of PROBABIL- 
ITY. There is a list of Russell’s 28 main philosophical publications, including but not limited to works 
concerning his PHILOSOPHY OF MATHEMATICS. (JA) #13.2.11 
BROWN, RONALD, AND EELLS, JAMES. 1981. PETER STEFAN (1941-1978). BAlerin ofthe London 
Mathematical Society 13, 170-172. A native of Bratislava, Stefan was a refugee of the Russian 
invasion in Czechoslovakia in 1968. His research concerned geometric TOPOLOGY, in particular singu- 
lar foliations. He died in a mountain climbing accident. Included are a photo and a list of his 13 
mathematical papers. (JA) #13.2.12 
BURKILL, J. C. 1969. ALBERT EDWARD INGHAM (1900-1967). Bulletin of the London Mathemati- 
cal Society 1, 109-124. (Also appeared in the Biographical Memoirs of Fellows of the Royal Society 14 
(1%8), 271-286.) “The influence of his papers was greater by far than might be suggested by their 
modest number or their modest style of presentation.” Ingham’s interests included PRIME NUMBERS, 
the ZETA FUNCTION, PARTITIONS OF NUMBERS, TAUBERIAN THEOREMS, and SUMMATIONS. He was 
elected a Fellow of the Royal Society in 1945. Included is a list of 12 of his “more important reviews in 
the Zentralblatt and Mathematical Review,” and a list of his 33 papers and one book. (JA) 
#13.2.13 
BURKILL, J. C., et al. 1979. JOHN EDENSOR LITTLEWOOD (18851977). Bulletin of the London 
Mathematical Society 11, 59-103. Littlewood’s collaborations with G. H. HARDY “established by 
1930 a school of ANALYSIS second to none in the world.” This particular work, with chapters by 
several contributors, is intended to complement Hardy’s Collected Works (1%6) wherein all of the 
Hardy-Littlewood papers appear with commentaries. There is a description of Littlewood’s contribu- 
tion to COMPLEX ANALYSIS; the minimum modulus, univalent functions, subharmonic functions, and 
the BIEBERBACH conjecture. There is a report on Littlewood’s work in NUMBER THEORY, the ZETA 
FUNCTION, DIOPHANTINE APPROXIMATION, PARTITIONS OF NUMBERS, the WARING PROBLEM, the 
RIEMANN HYPOTHESIS, and other areas. There is a discussion of Littlewood’s contributions to 
FOURIER AND TRIGONOMETRIC SERIES, especially what is now called the Littlewood-PALEY theory, 
and HARMONIC ANALYSIS. Littlewood’s collaborations with A. S. OFFORD on roots of EQUATIONS and 
on entire functions are described. There is a summary of Littlewood’s work in DIFFERENTIAL EQUA- 
TIONS, especially his collaboration with M. L. CARTWRIGHT. Littlewood was elected a Fellow of the 
Royal Society in 1916 and he accumulated many other honors. There are two photos. There is a listing 
of Littlewood’s 213 research papers and miscellaneous publications 1907-1972, including 100 papers 
with Hardy over the period 1913 to 1948, and including six books. 0.4 #13.2.14 
BUSBRIDGE, I. W. 1973. ANNA PHILIPPA COBBE (1920-1971). Bulletin of the London Mathematical 
Society $358-360. Cobbe was a student of J. H. C. WHITEHEAD. “Anne Cobbe’s published work was 
limited to three papers . . . early contributions to pure homological ALGEBRA . . .” There is a list of 
these three papers. (JA) #13.2.15 
BUTCHER, J. C. 1985. HENRY GEORGE FORDER (1889-1981). Bulletin of the London Mathematical 
Society 17, 162-167. After graduation from Cambridge in 1910, Forder was a schoolmaster until 1934 
when he moved to AUCKLAND UNIVERSITY, New Zealand, where he remained until retiring in 1965. 
Forder was the author of several well-known books in GEOMETRY and an important book on the 
application of GRASSMANN’S calculus of extension (i.e., VECTORS) to geometry. There are lists of his 
six books, 49 ‘articles and notes” (1925-1975), and two other publications. There is a photo. 
(JA) #13.2.16 
BUTTON, LILIAN G. 1976. HAROLD SIMPSON (formerly HILTON) (1876-1974). Bulletin of the Lon- 
don Mathematical Society 8,91-98. Hilton’s earliest professional interest was mathematical CRYSTAL- 
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LOGRAPHY and this led to his work in GROUP THEORY. After World War I, he contributed to ALGEBRAIC 
GEOMETRY. He changed his name in 1939 for family reasons. There is a list of his four books and 89 
published papers, and there is a photo. (JAI #13.2.17 
CARTWRIGHT, M. L. 1981. Some Hardy-Littlewood manuscripts. Bulletin of the London Muthe- 
matical Society l3,273-300. Addenda, 14 (1982), 532. The “main interest” is “in the light thrown on 
the joint work of HARDY and LI~LEWOOD and their lives” covering the period 1910 to about 1941. 
The manuscripts from the Wren Library at Trinity College, Cambridge, are as follows: 35 boxes of 
manuscripts from Littlewood’s rooms; Hardy’s lecture notebooks and research notebooks; two boxes 
of Hardy manuscripts given by A. S. BESICOVITCH and some Hardy manuscripts given by J. W. S. 
CASSELS; xeroxed correspondence between M. RIESZ and Hardy 1911-1926; and miscellaneous items 
including some photos. The manuscripts in the University Library, Cambridge, are as follows: bound 
volumes of the first three Hardy-Littlewood papers on the WARING PROBLEM; four letters from Hardy 
to J. L. THOMSON; and correspondence between Hardy and Francis Jenkinson, University Librarian. 
The mathematics involves aspects of ANALYSIS and analytic NUMBER THEORY. There is one reproduc- 
tion of Hardy’s writing (he practiced calligraphy) and there are two reproductions of Littlewood’s 
written work. (See also HM, 10,486, #2373.) (JA) #13.2.18 
CARTWRIGHT, M. L. 1982. Manuscripts of HARDY, LI~LEWOOD, MARCEL RIESZ, and TITCH- 
MARSH. Bulletin of the London Mathematical Society 14, 472-532. This is a continuation of 
#13.2.18 dealing with “certain of those manuscripts relating to the earlier stages of ‘the body of work’ 
referred to by Hardy and Littlewood in ‘Theorems concerning mean values of analytic or HARMONIC 
FUNCTIONS’. . . .” More specifically, “the body of work is concerned with REAL ANALYSIS, frac- 
tional CALCULUS, FOURIER AND TRIGONOMETRIC SERIES, SUMMATIONS, and conjugate functions.” 
There are long sections of the Hardy-Riesz correspondence quoted, and there are reproductions of a 
postcard from Riesz to Hardy and three Hardy manuscript pages. (See also HM, 10, 486, #2374.) 
(JA) #13.2.19 
CARTWRIGHT, M. L. 1985. Later HARDY and LITTLEWOOD manuscripts. Bulletin of the London 
Mathematical Society 17, 318-390. This is a continuation of #13.2.19. It can be characterized as 
“documentation” of work by Hardy and Littlewood during the late 1920s and early 1930s primarily 
dealing with HARMONIC ANALYSIS, FOURIER AND TRIGONOMETRIC SERIES, and other SERIES. Other 
concerns are fractio& CALCULUS (especially integrals), CONVERGENCE, INEQUALITIES, and MEAN 
VALUE THEOREMS. The author includes some personal recollections of the origins of some of this work 
from the time when she was a student at Oxford, and in particular when she was in Hardy’s seminar. In 
addition to detailed reviews of letters, notes, manuscripts, and published works, there are photo 
reproductions of six handwritten documents. (JAI #13.2.20 
CASSELS, J. W. S. 1974. L. J. MORDELL (1888-1972). Bulletin of the London Mathematical Society 
6,69-%. “Mordell was an archtypal problem solver.” These problems had connections with NUMBER 
THEORY, in particular DIOPHANTINE EQUATIONS, GEOMETRIC NUMBER THEORY, and ALGEBRAIC NUM- 
BERS. Mordell was a native of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, educated at Cambridge, and elected a Fellow 
of the Royal Society in 1924 while he was still an American citizen. He was the founding editor of both 
Acta Arithmetica and the Journal of Number Theory. A list of his 270 published papers (1912 to 1972) 
and one book is included. There is a photo. (JA) #13.2.21 
CASSELS, J. W. S. 1979. The SPITALFIELDS MATHEMATICAL SOCIETY. Bulletin of the London 
Mathematical Society 11,241-258. Addendum, 12 (1980), 343. Probably the third oldest mathematical 
society, at least in modem times, the Spitalfields Mathematical Society of LONDON was founded in 
1717 by JOSEPH MIDDLETON. The Society existed continuously until 1846 when it was absorbed into 
the Royal Astronomical Society. The Gentleman’s Mathematical Companion (1798 to 1827) was 
associated with the Society. Notable presidents of the Society included JOHN DOLLAND, THOMAS 
SIMPSON, JOHN CANTON, and BENJAMIN GOMPERTZ. A generous bibliography (81 items) includes 
secondary and other peripheral sources. (JAI #13.2.22 
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CASSELS, J. W. S., AND FRBHLICH, A. 1977. HANS ARNOLD HEILBRONN (1908-1975). Bulletin of 
the London Marhemnrical Society 9, 219-232. In 1930, Heilbronn became assistant to EDMUND 
LANDAU, and in 1933 he finished his doctorate, but because he was Jewish, he was forced by the Nazis 
to Bee Germany. Most of Heilbronn’s career was spent at Trinity College, Cambridge, where he 
collaborated with HAROLD DAVENPORT; the University of Bristol; and the University of Toronto, 
where he was editor of the Canadian Journal of Mufhematics (1967-1969). Heilbronn’s research 
concerned quadratic FIELDS. analytic NUMBER THEORY, the WARING PROBLEM, the ZETA FUNCTION, 
the Euclidean ALGORITHM, and GEOMETRIC NUMBER THEORY. There is a photo and a list of his 42 
published papers. (JA) #13.2.23 
CASSELS, J. W. S., AND VAUGHAN, R. C. 1985. IVAN MATVEEVICH VINOGRADOV (1891-1983). 
Bulletin of the London Mathematical Society 17,584-600. His earliest influences were A. A. MARKOV 
and YA. V. USPENSKII (1910-1914). “Vinogradov’s great forte was in the use of trigonometric sums 
(FOURIER AND TRIGONOMETRIC SERIES) in attacking stubborn problems in analytic NUMBER THEORY”: 
the WARING PROBLEM; the Riemann ZETA FUNCTION; asymptotic formulas; INEQUALITIES; residues 
and nonresidues of quadratic and higher powers; and others. Vinogradov was elected Academician in 
1929; he was the first director of the STEKLOV MATHEMATICAL INSTITUTE (1934-1983); he was a 
“scientific organizer and administrator at national level”; and he received numerous honors from the 
Soviet government. There is a photo and a list of 158 of Vinogradov’s publications (1917-1984). 
(JAI #13.2.24 
CLARK, R. S. 1974. EVAN TOM DAVIES (1904-1973). Bulletin of the London Mathematical Society 
6, 370-376. A native of Wales, Davies was a research student of TULLIO LEVI-CIVITA in Rome. 
Davies’ mathematical interests were in DIFFERENTIAL GEOMETRY. more specifically, generalizations 
of RIEMANNIAN GEOMETRY. He also published a good deal of work on CONTACT TRANSFORMATIONS. 
There is a list of his 39 papers (1933-1973). and a photo. 0~) #13.2.25 
COLLINS, D. J. 1985. WILLIAM WERNER BOONE (1920-1983). Bulletin ofthe London Marhemutical 
Society 17, 168-174. Boone’s work concerned PROOF and FOUNDATIONS. “Without doubt his out- 
standing achievement was his construction of a finite GROUP presentation with unsolvable word prob- 
lem” (1957). An outline of the simplified (1959) proof of this result is included. Almost all of Boone’s 
subsequent works were applications and refinements of this result. There is a photo and a bibliography 
of 23 items of Boone’s works. (JA) #13.2.26 
COLTON, DAVID. 1979. ARTHUR ERD~LYI (1908-1977). Bulletin of the London Mathemuticul Soci- 
ety 11, 191-207. ErdClyi was a native of Budapest. He received his Doctor’s degree from the German 
University of Prague in 1938 in the last graduation ceremony before the Nazis took over the Univer- 
sity. As a refugee from fascism, Erdelyi came to the University of Edinburgh in February, 1939. His 
early work was in SPECIAL FUNCTIONS, especially the HYPERGEOMETRIC FUNCTION and ORTHOGONAL 
FUNCTIONS. At the California Institute of Technology (1947-1964), Erdelyi’s interests turned to “the 
analytic theory of singular PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS, diffraction theory, and the asymptotic 
expansion of solutions of DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS. In 1964, Erdtlyi returned to Edinburgh where his 
work expanded to include singular perturbation theory and fractional integrals of GENERALIZED FUNC- 
TIONS. He was elected a Fellow of the Royal Society of Edinburgh in 1945 and a Fellow of the Royal 
Society in 1975. There is a photo, a list of his 11 doctoral students, and a list of his four books and 178 
published papers. (JA) #13.2.27 
COOPER, J. L. B. 1975. PHILIP STEIN (1890-1974). Bulletin of the London Muthemurical Society 7, 
321-322. A native of Lithuania, Stein grew up and spent almost all of his professional life in South 
Africa. He was a student of J. E. LITTLEWOOD. His mathematical work was concerned with REAL 
ANALYSIS and NUMERICAL ANALYSIS, in the latter case, especially with matrices. There is a list of his 
13 published papers and a photo. (JA) #13.2.28 
Du VAL, PATRICK. 1979. BENIAMINO SEGRE (1903-1977). Bulletin of the London Murhematical 
Society 11, 215-235. Related to CARRADO SEGRE. This review of Segre’s life and work emphasizes his 
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contributions to ALGEBRAIC GEOMETRY, specifically to algebraic varieties, FINITE GEOMETRIES, and 
COMBINATORICS, He also did notable work in DIFFERENTIAL GEOMETRY. He and his family fled to 
England in 1938 as refugees of fascism; he was interred as an enemy alien, 1940-1942; he spent the rest 
of the war teaching in Manchester. There is a list of his 288 mathematical publications (in five lan- 
guages, 1923-1978) and a photo. @A) #13.2.29 
DYE, R. H. 1984. J. S. ROSE (1938-1983). Bulletin of the London Mathematical Society 16, 627- 
631. Rose began his mathematical career as an actuary, but he did not like the work. Even though 
Derek Taunt was Rose’s thesis supervisor, “like all Cambridge GROUP THEORY research students of 
his vintage, John was helped and strongly influenced by PHILIP HALL.” Most of Rose’s work involved 
finite solvable groups, automorphism groups, and extension of groups. There is a list of Rose’s 22 
publications. (JA) #13.2.30 
EDMUNDS, D. E., et al. 1981. JACOB LIONEL BAKST COOPER (1915-1979). Bulletin ofthe London 
Mathematical Society 13, 429-450. A native of South Africa, Cooper was a student of E. C. 
TITCHMARSH at Oxford where he began his work in HARMONIC INTEGRALS. From this, his interests 
progressed to FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS, in particular the theory of operators in Hilbert space, transform 
theory, and connections with DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS. Cooper also made important contributions to 
the foundations of HEAT. He was editor of the Proceedings of the London Muthemotical Society 
(1952-1959), Russian Mathematical Surveys (1961-1963), and the Canadian Journal of Mathematics 
(1%5’-1%7). There is a list of some of his research students, a list of his 51 publications, and a 
photo. (JA) #13.2.31 
EDWARDS, HAROLD M. 1983. DEDEKIND’S invention of IDEALS. Bulletin of the London Mathemat- 
ical Society l5,8-17. This begins with Dedekind’s recognition of the shortcomings of KUMMER’S ideal 
prime factor of the cyclotomic integers. Dedekind’s original formulation of an ideal of a ring was in 
terms Of SET THEORY and was entirely modern; this approach was due to the influences of G. LUEUNE 
DIRICHLET and B. RIEMANN and due to Dedekind’s ability to deal with the notion of a completed 
INFINITY. Quotations from original sources in modern ALGEBRA are a prominent part of this 
paper. (JA) #13.2.32 
EGGLESTON, H. G. 1981. WINIFRED L. C. SARGENT (1905-1979). Bulletin of the London Mathe- 
matical Society 13, 173-176. Almost all of Sargent’s works involve some aspect of the LEBESGUE 
INTEGRAL: SUMMATIONS, and the fractional CALCULUS. There is a list of 24 of her published papers. 
(JA) #13.2.33 
FERRARO, V. C. A. 1971. SYDNEY CHAPMAN (1888-1970). Bulletin of the London Mathematical 
Society 3, 221-250. Addendum, 4 (1972), 378. Chapman’s work in mathematics, DIVERGENT SERIES, 
especially Cesaro summability, was confined to the earliest years of his career (1910-1916). He also 
wrote three papers on the history of mathematics: HALLEY (1941, 1943) and PASCAL (1942). But his 
major interest was in PHYSICS: the kinetic theory of gases, geomagnetism and magnetic storms, 
atmospheric tides, and research on the upper atmosphere. He was elected a Fellow of the Royal 
Society in 1919. Included is a list of his seven books, 421 papers (1910-1970), 39 reviews, and 11 
obituaries. (JA) #13.2.34 
FOATA, D., et al. 1979. HERBERT OWEN FOULKES (1907-1977). Bulletin of the London Mathemati- 
cal Society 11, 208-214. Foulkes spent the first 19 years of his professional life teaching at a county 
school; he began his university career at age 40. His mathematical work concerned GALOIS THEORY, 
MATRIX THEORY, GROUP THEORY, PARTITIONS OF NUMBERS, SYMMETRIC FUNCTIONS, and COMBINA- 
TORICS. D. E. LITTLEWOOD was an influence in a good deal of Foulkes’ work. There is a list of his 33 
published papers and a photo. (JAI #13.2.35 
FUCHS, W. H. J. 1975. HERMANN KOBER (1888-1973). Bulletin of the London Muthemarical Soci- 
ety 7,185-190. A native of Upper Silesia, Kober fled Nazi Germany in 1934 and moved first to Breslau 
(now Wroclaw) and then to Cambridge and Birmingham. Despite the fact that he spent most of his 
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career in England teaching at a grammar school, he continued his mathematical research and produc- 
tivity d Of his life: SPECIAL FUNCTIONS; FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS; APPROXIMATION; REAL ANALYSIS. 
There is a list of his 56 papers, one book on CONFORMAL MAPPING, and there is a photo. (JA) 
#13.2.36 
CANDY, R. 0. 1973. BERTRAND RUSSELL, as mathematician. Bulletin ofthe London Muthemarical 
Society 5, 342-348. “Almost all of Russell’s mathematical work is represented in Principiu . . a 
pioneering work-much more rigorous than was Peano, and covering a much wider range of subject 
matter than did Frege. . . .” The author discusses the “framework” of Russell’s philosophy which, 
despite changes in philosophical belief, “remained the same from 1898 to his death.” The connections 
between this “framework” and Russell’s contributions to LOGIC and the PHILOSOPHY OF MATHEMAT- 
ICS are discussed. Particular attention is given to SET THEORY and the PARADOXES. (JA) #13.2.37 
GOODSTEIN, R.L. 1973. THOMASARTHURALANBROADBENT (1903-1973). BullerinoftheLondon 
Mathematical Society 5, 355-357. Broadbent was a student of J. E. LITTLEWOOD. He spent the 
greatest part of his professional life (1935-l%@ at the Royal Naval College, Greenwich. From 1931 to 
1956, he was editor of the Mathematical Gazette, a tenure in which this journal achieved “a peak of 
reputation it is unlikely to achieve again,” mainly due to Broadbent’s efforts. Unfortunately, there is 
no bibliography. (JA) #13.2.38 
GREEN, J. A. 1978. RICHARD DAGOBERT BRAUER (1901-1977). Bulletin ofthe London Mathemati- 
cal Society 10,317-342. A student of I. SCHUR, Brauer was “one of the most consistent and effective 
influences in ALGEBRA in this century.” Brauer’s work included many contributions to GROUP THEORY, 
including work with H. WEYL on spinors, and many papers in the theory of FIELDS, including work 
with E. NOETHER. Brauer also did important work in NUMBER THEORY and studied ARTIN L-FUNC- 
TIONS. He was one of the founders of the Cunudiun Journal ofMuthemutics and in 1971 he won the 
National Medal for Scientific Merit of the U.S.A. There is a list of Brauer’s 128 papers and there is a 
photo. 0~) #13.2.39 
GRUENBERG, K. W. 1981. REINHOLD BAER (1902-1979). Bulletin of the London Mathematical 
Society X3,339-361. Baer’s earliest work concerned the TOPOLOGY of surfaces. Through the influence 
(1926-1928) of ALFRED LOEWY, Baer changed fields and began his career in ALGEBRA. In the spring of 
1933, he fled Nazi Germany and came to Manchester. Eventually, he settled at the University of 
Illinois at Urbana (1938-1956) where he was one of the founders of the Illinois Journal of Mathematics 
(1956-1%3). Most of Baer’s research was concerned with GROUP THEORY, but he also did notable 
work in COMBINATORICS and PROJECTIVE GEOMETRY. He returned to the University of Frankfurt 
(1956-1967), and he was one of the founders of the Gesellschaft ftir Mathematische Forschung at 
OLIERWOLFACH (1958-1%8). Baer’s Ph.D. students are listed; there is a bibliography of his 192 
publications (1927-1978); and there are two photos. (JA) #13.2.40 
HAYMAN,W.K. 1972. EDWARDFOYLECOLLINGWOOD(I~OO-1970). Bullefin of theLondonMothe- 
ematical Society 4,55-65. Collingwood had three careers: mathematical research, university adminis- 
tration, and medical administration. In mathematics, he came under the early influence of G. H. 
HARDY and G. VALIRON, and he was a research student of J. E. LITTLEWOOD. The first period of his 
mathematical work dealt with COMPLEX ANALYSIS, especially integral and MEROMORPHIC FUNCTIONS, 
and his work was closely related to that of R. NEVANLINNA. During 1932-1948, he published no 
mathematics; he worked on mines during World War II. His paper of 1952 with M. L. Cartwright 
“probably represents the beginning of the subject’* of CLUSTER SETS. He was knighted in 1962 and 
elected a Fellow of the Royal Society in 1965. Included is a list of his 55 published papers (not all 
technical), and one book. (JA) #13.2.41 
HAYMAN, W. K. 1976. ALEXANDER DINGHAS (1908-1974). Bulletin of the London Mathematical 
Society 8, 299-306. Dinghas was a native of Turkey, and he obtained his higher education in Berlin 
where his “main mathematical influence” was ERHARD SCHMIDT. He was the director of the first 
Mathematical Institute at the Free University. His research spanned “an extremely wide range includ- 
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ing DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS, COMPLEX ANALYSIS (especially NEVANLINNA theory and subharmonic 
functions), MEASURE theory, DIFFERENTIAL GEOMETRY, and other fields.” There is a photo and a list 
of his three books and 127 papers. (J-4) #13.2.42 
HAYMAN, WALTER K. 1982. ROLF NEVANLINNA (1895-1980). Bulletin ofthe London Mathemnti- 
cal Society 14, 419-436. Rolf Nevanlinna came from a family of engineers, military instructors, and 
scientists, and he was a notable amateur violinist (“none had such a strong effect on him as Sibelius”). 
His research was greatly influenced by discussions with his older brother FRITHIOF NEVANLINNA 
“which continued all their lives.” Rolf Nevanhnna made major contributions to COMPLEX ANALYSIS, 
in particular the growth and other properties of meromorphic functions that is now known as 
NEVANLINNA THEORY. He worked on BALLISTICS tables during World War II, he was Rector of the 
University of Helsinki (1941-1945), and he was President of the International Mathematical Union 
(1959-1962). There is a photo and a list of his 195 publications (1919-1980). @A) #13.2.43 
HIGMAN, G. 1974. HANNA NEUMANN (1914-1971). Bulletin ofthe London Mathematical Society 
6,99-100. Neumann was born in Berlin, but she left in 1938 to marry the mathematician BERNHARD 
NEUMANN. Her professional life was spent in England and Australia. “Mathematically, most of 
Hanna’s life was devoted to GROUP THEORY.” There is a list of 23 of her papers and two of her 
books. (I.41 #13.2.44 
HILTON, PETER, J. 1972. HEINZ HOPF (1894-1971). Bulletin ofthe London Mathematical Society 
4,202-217. The most important influence on Hopf was ERHARD SCHMIDT in Berlin in the early 1920s 
and EMMY NOETHER in Gijttingen in 1925. Also in 1925, Hopf and PAUL ALEXANDROFF met and began 
a lifetime of professional cotlaboration and personal friendship. In 1931, Hopf was appointed Professor 
at the ETH ZURICH, succeeding HERMANN WEYL; he remained at this position until his retirement in 
1%5. Hopf’s work was in TOPOLOGY and modem ALGEBRA, in particular algebraic topology, homot- 
opy theory, cohomology, and the forerunner of homological algebra. He was President of the Intema- 
tional Mathematical Union, 1955-1958. Included is a list of his 71 published papers and one 
book. (JA) #13.2.45 
HODGE, W. V. D. 1971. FRANCIS PURYER WHITE (1893-1969). Bulletin ofthe London Muthemati- 
cal Society 3,82-84. As a protege of H. F. BAKER in GEOMETRY, White was a Fellow of St. John’s 
College, Cambridge (1919-1%9) and a University Lecturer (1926-1961). He was also a “pillar” of the 
London Mathematical Society and the Cambridge Philosophical Society. Included is a list of eight of 
his papers (1922-1930). (JA) #13.2.46 
HODGE, WILLIAM. 1974. SOLOMON LEFSCHETZ (1884-1972). Bulletin of the London Mathematical 
Society 6,198-217. Lefschetz was born in Moscow, grew up in Paris, and came to the United States in 
1905 as an engineer. In 1910, in a tragic industrial accident, he lost both of his hands and this caused 
him to change careers to pure mathematics. Lefschetz’s mathematical work can be subdivided into 
three topical and chronological classes. His earliest work (191 I-1925) was in ALGEBRAIC GEOMETRY: 
in his own words, “The harpoon of algebraic topology was planted in the body of the whale of 
algebraic geometry.” The starting point for his second period (1925 to 1940) was FIXED POINT THEO- 
REMS and this work was mainly concerned with algebraic TOPOLOGY. Finally, “his main work for the 
last 25 years of his life was on the subject of DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS and their applications.” 
Lefschetz was editor of the Annuls of Mathematics for over 25 years. There is a list of his 134 
publications (1912-1971) and a photo. (JA) #13.2.47 
JOHNSEN, KARSTEN. 1982. On a forgotten note by ERNST STEINITZ on the theory of abelian groups. 
Bulletin of the London Mathematical Society 14,353-355. Three results, given without proof in a talk 
by E. Steinitz in 1910, anticipate modem well-established facts in GROUP THEORY: the definition of 
what are now called the structure constants of a Hall algebra, the result that these structure constants 
are polynomials in p for abehan p-groups, and the fact that the coefficients of such polynomials are 
related to the evaluation of two Schur functions and the theory of SYMMETRIC FUNCTIONS. (JAI 
#13.2.48 
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JOHNSON, B. E. 1984. NICOLAAS DU PLESSIS (1921-1983). Bulletin of the London Mathematical 
Society 16, 310-312. A native of South Africa, in 1949-1951, du Plessis was a Ph.D. student of J. E. 
LITTLEWOOD at Cambridge (persuading Professor Littlewood to come out of retirement). Most of du 
Plessis’s professional career was spent at King’s College, Newcastle upon Tyne. There is a list of 13 
papers and one book in ANALYSIS and modern POTENTIAL THEORY, and there is a photo. (JA) 
#13.2.49 
KENDALL, D. G. 1974. NOEL BRYAN SLATER (1912-1973). Bulletin of the London Mathematical 
Society 6, 354-369. Slater was a student of R. H. FOWLER. Most of his work involved applying 
ERGODIC theory to problems in the bonding of atoms in molecules; his most famous result was his 
“Three-Gap Theorem.” Also, Slater published a “variorum” edition of Sir ARTHUR EDDINGTON’S 
important and controversial book Fundamental Theory; ASTRONOMY. There are lists of Slater’s three 
books, 27 papers, and five letters to Nature, and there is a photo. (JA) #13.2.50 
KENDALL, D. G., et al. 1984. JERZY NEYMAN (1894-1981). Bulletin of the London Mathematical 
Society 16, 160-179. Part I contains personal and genealogical information, including some of the 
heraldic background of the Neyman family. In Part II, Neyman’s contributions to the theory of 
STATISTICS are discussed, especially his collaborations with E. S. PEARSON and controversies with R. 
S. FISHER. Part III discusses some of Neyman’s interests in ASTRONOMY. A photo is included. The 
bibliography is a subset of that contained in Volume 28 (1982) of the Royal Society’s Biographical 
Memoirs of Fellows. (JA) #13.2.51 
KENDALL, D. G. 1975. The genealogy of genealogy: BRANCHING PROCESSES before (and after) 1873. 
Bulletin of the London Mathematical Sociery 7, 225-253. Revises and extends a I%6 paper of the 
author: the GALTON-WATSON PROBLEM. The origin of the mathematical treatment of branching pro- 
cesses is traced to I. J. BIENAYMB (a copy of Bienayme’s 1845 paper is included). The motivation for 
Bienaymk’s work came from DEMOGRAPHY (“la dur6e des families”), specifically a memoir of LOUIS- 
FRAN~OIS BENOISTON DE CHATEAUNEUF and a book by THOMAS DOUBLEDAY. BienaymC’s methods 
included finding roots of a DIFFERENCE EQUATION. Also discussed are more recent work of A. J. 
LOTKA and a paradox of some of the numerical results. 0.4) #13.2.52 
KUTTNER, B. 1969. PAUL VERMES (1897-1968). Bulletin of the London Mathematical Society 1, 
360-367. Vermes was in business in his native Budapest until 1932 and in Vienna until 1938. With the 
arrival of the Nazis, he fled Vienna. He earned his Ph.D. and became a naturalized British subject in 
1947 at age 50. His research was concerned with SERIES, SUMMATIONS, MATRIX THEORY, and TRANS- 
FORMATIONS. There is a list of his 35 published papers. (JA) #13.2.53 
LANDSBERG, P. T. 1980. HERMANN ARTHUR JAHN (1907-1979). Bulletin ofthe London Mathemat- 
ical Society 12, 383-386. Jahn was an applied mathematician who contributed to molecular PHYSICS 
(the “Jahn-Teller effect”) and to applications Of GROUP THEORY to nuclear structure problems. There 
are lists of Jahn’s 35 published papers and seven reports, and there is a photo. (JA) #13.2.54 
LARMAN, D. G., AND ROGERS, C. A. 1984. HYMAN KESTELMAN (1908-1983). Bulletin of the 
London Mathematical Society 16,307-309. Primarily a teacher at University College, London, among 
Kestelman’s former students there are, “two Fields Medallists, six Fellows of the Royal Society and 
many professors of mathematics.” “ It was during the period of 1931-1937 that he wrote Modern 
Theories of Integration, first in collaboration with Professor ESTERMANN, and subsequently alone. 
. . . ” Included are a photo and a list of 19 papers and two books by Kestelman. (JA) #13.2.55 
LEDERMANN, W. 1983. ISSAI SHUR and his school in Berlin. Bulletin of the London Mathematical 
Society l5,97-106. There is a short biographical sketch of Issai Shur (1875-1941), noting the influence 
of his teacher Georg FROBENIUS. Shur’s work in GROUP THEORY, especially representation theory, is 
discussed; and his famous attitude toward “abstract” ALGEBRA is clarified. There is a list of Shur’s 
22 Ph.D. students and a short sketch of his teaching at the University of BERLIN. There are photos of 
Frobenius, Shur, RICHARD BRAUER, ALFRED BRAUER, HANS ROHRBACH, RICHARD RADO, B. H. and 
HANNA NEUMANN, HELMUT WIELANDT, and WALTER LEDERMANN. 0~) #13.2.56 
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LINDEN, C. N. 1983. ROWLAND WILSON (1895-1980). Bulletin of the London Mathematical Soci- 
ety 15, 155-160. Wilson was a veteran of World War I and he spent his entire professional career 
(1921-1961) at the University of Wales. His mathematical work was in COMPLEX ANALYSIS, speciti- 
tally regular functions, meromorphic functions, and integral functions. There is a photo and a bibliog- 
raphy of Wilson’s 50 published papers (1924-1970). (IA) #13.2.57 
LOVE, E. R. 1%9. THOMAS MACFARLAND CHERRY (1898-1966). Bulletin of the London Mathemat- 
ical Society 1, 224-245. “Australia’s most distinguished mathematician,” Cherry made contributions 
to DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS, the THREE-BODY PROBLEM, SPECIAL FUNCTIONS, AERODYNAMICS, and 
“the development of the HODOGRAPH method to elucidate plane flow of a compressible fluid.” He was 
elected a Fellow of the Royal Society in 1954 and he was a founding member and president of both the 
Australian Academy of Science and the Australian Mathematical Society. He was one of the pioneers 
of COMPUTERS in Australia. There is a list of 47 of his publications. (JA) #13.2.58 
MEYLER, DOROTHY S. 1979. VERNON CHARLES MORTON (1896-1978). Bulletin of the London 
Mathematical Sociev 11, 104-105. Morton, a veteran of the western front in World War I, was 
associated with the University College of Wales (1923-1961) in several teaching and administrative 
posts. His research was in higher GEOMETRY. Included is a photo and a list of seven published 
papers. (JA) #13.2.59 
MORRIS, A. O., AND BARKER, C. C. H. 1983. DUDLEY ERNEST LITTLEWOOD (1903-1979). Bulletin 
of the London Mathematical Society 15,56-69. D. E. Littlewood was a student of J. E. Littlewood at 
Trinity College, Cambridge, but they were not related. His research in ALGEBRA was considerably 
influenced by A. R. RICHARDSON: QUATERNIONS; MATRIX THEORY; several aspects of GROUP THEORY 
including the SYMMETRY of the regular solids in n dimensions; and INVARIANTS “in the spirit of pre- 
Hilbertian 19th century invariant theory.” Littlewood’s work in RELATIVITY, COSMOLOGY, and QUAN- 
TUM PHYSICS was somewhat controversial. A photo and lists of his three books and 46 published 
papers are included. (JA) #13.2.60 
MCCREA, W. H. 1978. EBENEZER CUNNINGHAM (1881-1977). Bulletin of the London Mathemati- 
cal Society 10, 116-126. Associated with St. John’s, Cambridge, from 1911 to 1946, Cunningham was 
an early contributor to special RELATIVITY. During World War I, he was a ‘Christian pacifist.” He 
was coeditor, with G. H. HARDY, of the Cambridge Tracts in Mathematics (1920-1937). In the early 
192Os, he assumed several administrative offices at St. John’s and his scientific research ceased. There 
is a photograph and there are lists of his 30 scientific papers, three books, and three religious publica- 
tions. Mention is made of an unpublished autobiography, and two bibliographical errors involving 
Cunningham’s work are corrected. (JA) #13.2.61 
NEUMANN, B. H. 1984. AUGUSTUS DE MORGAN. Bullretin of the London Mathematical Society 16, 
575-589. This is a collage “following certain strands”: the De Morgan family; his education and 
relationship with the University of London; his memberships in the Royal Astronomical Society and 
the Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge; his advocacy of currency reform and other interests 
shared with his father-in-law, William Frend; his correspondence; and his mathematics and many 
other publications. “He was, ftrst and foremost, a skilled expositor and a dedicated-and highly 
successful-teacher.” And, he was the first President of the London Mathematical Society. There are 
four illustrations. (JA) #13.2.62 
PATTERSON, E. M. 1976. HAROLD STANLEY RUSE (1905-1974). Bulletin of the London Mathemati- 
cal Society t&203-210. Ruse was a protege of E. T. WHITTAKER, he was elected a Fellow of the Royal 
Society of Edinburgh in 1931, and he was President of the Edinburgh Mathematical Society, 1935- 
1936. Most of Ruse’s research was in DIFFERENTIAL GEOMETRY; furthermore, it was his work in 
PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS from which the concept of harmonic spaces arose. In 1949, he was 
among those responsible for the inauguration of the British Mathematical Colloquium. There is a list of 
his 37 papers and one book, and there is a photo. (JA) #13.2.63 
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RANGACHARI, M. S. 1981. C. T. RAJAGOPAL (1903-1978). Bulletin of the London Mathematical 
Society W, 451-458. Rajagopal’s research contributed to SEQUENCES, SERIES, SUMMATIONS, COMPLEX 
ANALYSIS, and the history of HINDU mathematics (especially GREGORY SERIES and other series). He 
was head of the Ramanujan Institute of Mathematics, University of Madras (1955-1968). There is a list 
of Rajagopal’s I15 published papers and one book, and there is a photo. (JA) #13.2.64 
RANKIN, R. A. 1969. WILLIAM BARRY PENNINGTON (1923-1968). Bulletin of the London Mathe- 
matical Society 1,382-385. Pennington was a student of A. E. INGHAM’S, and in his short career he 
made contributions to NUMBER THEORY, SUMMATIONS, and PARTITIONS OF NUMBERS. A list of his 
seven published papers is included. (JA) #13.2.65 
RANKIN, R. A. 1981. EDWARD THOMAS COPSON (1901-1980). Bulletin of the London Mathemati- 
cal Society W, 564-567. Copson contributed to several parts of classical ANALYSIS, namely, PARTIAL 
DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS, INTEGRAL EQUATIONS, asymptotic analysis, and applied mathematics. He 
was editor of the Proceedings of the Edinburgh Mathematical Society prior to World War II. There are 
lists of his six books and 53 published papers, and there is a photo. (JA) #13.2.66 
RANKIN, R. A. 1982. GERTRUDE KATHEIUNE STANLEY (1897-1974). Bulletin of the London Math- 
ematical Society 14, 554-555. Stanley was a research student of G. H. HARDY. There is a list of her 
five published papers, all concerned with NUMBER THEORY, and there is a photo. (JA) #13.2.67 
RANKIN, R. A. 1982. RAMANUJAN’S manuscripts and notebooks. Bulletin of the London Mathe- 
matical Society 14, 81-97. This is an attempt to shed some light on “some unsettled questions 
regarding the provenance and data of much of this material.” The original notebooks are in the 
Ramanujan Institute of the University of Madras, and the manuscripts which were held by Cl. N. 
WATSON at the time of his death have been given to the library of Trinity College, Cambridge. These 
works deal with various aspects of NUMBER THEORY, CONGRUENCE, number theoretic functions, and 
analytic number theory. There is discussion of the “p(n) - r(n) manuscript,” which introduced mock 
theta functions, and the “lost notebook” found in 1965 among Watson’s papers. The work of G. H. 
HARDY and his student G. K. STANLEY on these sources is mentioned. Several of Ramanujan’s letters 
are discussed and there are reproductions of two such letters. (See also HM, 10, 378, X2349.) 
ON #13.2.68 
RILEY, N. 1985. KEITH STEWARTSON (1925-1983). Bulletin of the London Mathematical Society 
17,63-76. Stewartson’s professional career was devoted to theoretical FLUID MECHANICS and much of 
this work was concerned with “high Reynolds number and high speed AERODYNAMIC flows.” He also 
made important contributions to boundary layer problems, the study of rotating fluid flows, and 
magnetohydrodynamics. He was an early advocate of the use of the computer as a “complement to 
analytic techniques” in fluid mechanics. In 1964, Stewartson was a founding Vice-President of the 
Institute of Mathematics and its Applications, and he was elected a Fellow of the Royal Society in 
1965. There is a list of his 186 publications and a photo. (JA) #13.2.69 
ROBERTS, P. H. 1970. THOMAS HENRY HAVELOCK (1877-1%8). Bulletin of the London Mathe- 
matical Society 2, 221-232. “In his early career, Havelock developed the mathematical theory of 
wave motions,” HYDRODYNAMICS. Also in the earlier part of his career, Havelock did important 
work in OPTICS, “examining the interaction of light with matter.” Later in life, he took up other 
problems of ship motion, e.g., trim, heaving and pitching, and others. “Havelock was tireless in 
attempting to marry theory to experiment.” He was elected a Fellow of the Royal Society in 1914 
and knighted in 1951. His listed publications include one book, one Cambridge Mathematical Tract, 
and 85 papers. (JA) #13.2.70 
ROOERS, C. A., et al. 1972. HAROLD DAVENPORT (1907-1969). Bulletin of the London Mathemati- 
cal Society 4, 66-99. “This article is reprinted . . . from the Biographical Memoirs of the Royal 
Society. . . . A photograph is published there; other photographs are reproduced in the memorial 
volumes of the Proc. London Math. Sot. (3), 21(1970) and ofActa Arithmetica, 18 (Wl).” He was a 
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student of J. E. LITTLEWOOD. “Davenport was essentially a problem solver, being impatient of 
abstract theories. . . .” There is very detailed analysis (with contributions by B. J. Birch, H. Halber- 
stam, and D. A. Burgess) of Davenport’s contributions to GEOMETRIC NUMBER THEORY, the analytic 
theory of DIOPHANTINE EQUATIONS, the WARING PROBLEM, DIOPHANTINE APPROXIMATION, the dis- 
tribution of PNME NUMBERS, and FORMS in many variables. Davenport was elected a Fellow of the 
Royal Society in 1940, founded the journal Muthematiku in the early 1950s. and was President of 
the London Mathematical Society (1957-1959). His three books are discussed and a list of his 1% 
published papers is included. (JA) #13.2.71 
ROSEBLADE, J. E., et al. 1984. PHILIP HALL (1904-1982). Bulletin of the London Muthemarical 
Society 16,603-626. From quite humble origins, Hall rose to be elected a Fellow of the Royal Society 
in 1942 and to become Sadlerian Professor of Pure Mathematics at Cambridge. He worked on CRYPT- 
ANALYSIS at Bletchley Park during World War II. Hall was the intellectual successor to W. BURN- 
SIDE: “the conspicuous growth of interest in GROUP THEORY this century owes much to him.” Much of 
Hall’s work in both finite and infinite groups exploited relations between group theory, COMBINA- 
TOORICS, PARTITIONS OF NUMBERS, and SYMMETRIC FUNCTIONS. There are two photos, a list of his 26 
postwar research students, and a list of his 40 publications. (JA) #13.2.72 
SCHWARZENBERGER, R. L. E. 1984. Colour SYMMETRY. Bulletin of the London Mathematical 
Society 16,209-240. “This work has three aims: mathematical, crystallographic and historical.” “The 
work of classification [of space groups] was begun by CAMILLE JORDAN who made use of much earlier 
writings by the French crystallographer AUGUSTE BRAVAIS.” Other important contributions of GROUP 
THEORY to CRYSTALLOGRAPHY made by L. SOHNCKE, A. M. SCH~NFLIES, E. S. FEDEROV, and A. V. 
SHUBINKOV are discussed. (JA) #13.2.73 
SCOTT, D. B. 1972. SYDNEY REX TIMS (1926-1971). Bulletin of the London Mathematical Society 
4,100-101. Tims was a student of J. E. LI~LEWOOD. This is a personal note but it also contains a list 
of four of his papers and one book. (JA) #13.2.74 
SEGRE, BENIAMINO. 1976. LEONARD ROTH (1904-1%8). Bulletin of the London Mathematical 
Society 8, 194-202. Roth was a student of H. F. BAKER. His “academic life was devoted almost 
entirely to the study of ALGEBRAIC GEOMETRY, following the methods of the Italian school. His main 
contributions to the subject concem[ed] problems of birationality and unirationality of algebraic mani- 
folds, and the study of group varieties; much of his research continues to be of lasting significance.” 
Roth was also a student of DESCARTES and HUYGENS. There is a list of his four books and 91 papers, 
and there is a photo. (JA) #13.2.75 
SEMPLE, J. G. 1%9. HILDA PHOEBE HUDSON (1881-1%5). Bulletin of the London Mathematical 
Society 1,357-359. Hudson was a member of a distinguished mathematical family. All of her published 
scientific work was accomplished during the years 1911-1927: ANALYTICAL GEOMETRY, CREMONA 
TRANSFORMATION, and AERONAUTICAL ENGINEERING. A list of her 21 papers and three books and 
monographs is included. (JA) #13.2.76 
SRIVASTAVA, H. M. 1980. CHARLES Fox (1897-1977). Bulletin of the London Mathematical Soci- 
efy 12, 67-70. Fox’s research spanned the half-century 1925-1975 and included contributions to 
SPECIAL FUNCTIONS, INTEGRAL EQUATIONS, the mathematics of NAVIGATION, and statistical DISTRI- 
BUTIONS. A photo and a bibliography of Fox’s one book and 43 papers are included. (JA) 
#13.2.77 
STRAUSS, D. 1984. CLIFFORD HUGH DOWKER (1912-1982). Bulletin of the London Mathematical 
Society 16,535-541. Originally from rural Western Ontario, Dowker became a research student of S. 
LEFSCHETZ at Princeton. In 1950, he and his wife, the mathematician YAEL DOWKER, emigrated to 
England. Most of Dowker’s work was in TOPOLOGY and included contributions to various kinds of 
compactness, algebraic topology, metrization, DIMENSION THEORY, frames, and KNOTS. Included are a 
photo and a list of his 35 published papers. (JA) #13.2.78 
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TALBOT, A. 1973. W. G. BICKLEY (1893-1969). Bulletin of the London Mathematical Sociery 5, 
349-354. “Bickley’s main mathematical interests, broadly speaking, were classical applied mathemat- 
ics and NUMERICAL ANALYSIS”: POTENTIAL theory; SPECIAL FUNCTIONS; PHYSICS. Bickley became 
blind in 1949, and following this tragedy, he was active in the efforts to devise a Braille code for 
transcribing mathematics (the Braille Mathematics Notation, 1955) and to produce the Braille Science 
Notation in 1962. There is a list of his 70 published papers (1918-1968) and nine books. (JA) 
#13.2.79 
TATON, RENC. 1983. EVARISTE GALOIS and his contemporaries. Bulletin of the London Mathemat- 
ical Society 15, 107-l 18. This work “. . . attempt[s] to describe precisely his [Galois’] relations with 
the mathematicians of his time, to identify the influences, the encouragement or the condemnation 
which he received from them, and to estimate how far these men endeavored to follow his ideas and to 
appreciate his efforts fairly.” This paper updates two previous works on this subject by the author 
(1947 and 1971). (JA) #13.2.80 
TAYLOR, S. J. 1975. ABRAM SAMOILOVITCH BESICOVITCH (1891-1970). Bulletin of the London 
Mathematical Society 7, 191-210. Besicovitch fled Russia in 1924 (with J. D. TAMARKIN) and went to 
Copenhagen where, with a Rockefeller Fellowship, he worked with HARALD BOHR. In 1926 he came to 
England, and he spent from 1927 to the end of his life at Trinity College, Cambridge; he was elected a 
Fellow of the Royal Society in 1934. “Throughout his mathematical life, Besicovitch kept up an 
interest in problems” in REAL ANALYSIS: the KAKEYA PROBLEM: his book “has remained the standard 
work on the classical theory of ALMOST PERIODIC FUNCTIONS”; MEASURE theory, in particular Haus- 
dorff measure and linear measure (“The results about the structure of linearly measurable sets of the 
plane are perhaps the most beautiful of Besicovitch’s work”); and SURFACE AREA. There is a list of ins 
126 papers and one book, and there is a photo. (JA) #13.2.81 
TAYLOR, S. J. 1975. PAUL LEVY (1886-1971). Bulletin of the London Mathematical Society 7,300- 
320. L&y’s grandfather, father, and daughter were (are) mathematicians. He was Professor of 
Analysis at ficole Polytechnique, 1920-1959. His earliest work was in FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS “before 
the algebraic and topological foundations of the subject had been laid.” In 1919, his interest in 
PROBABILITY began: CHARACTERISTIC FUNCTIONS; the CENTRAL LIMIT THEOREM; the ZERO-ONE LAW; 
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